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‘Good ole boys’

Another
vote of no
confidence
Trump Jr. attacks Hunter Biden, promotes first family
in IHL
KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com

KATHERINE BUTLER/ THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Donald Trump Jr. spoke at the Good Ole Boys and Gals Barbecue on Thursday in support of the first family. Reeves leads the state, polling at
46% before the election on Nov. 5.

KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com

Donald Trump Jr. spoke
at the Good Ole Boys and Gals
Barbecue on Thursday where
he supported the first family
at the campaign event for Tate
Reeves and other candidates in
the area. Reeves, the Republican gubernatorial candidate,
continued his campaign,
emphasizing the importance
of this year’s governor’s race.
Trump Jr. spoke for around
30 minutes and only mentioned
Reeves twice, spending the
first half of his speech talking

about former Vice President
Joe Biden’s son, Hunter Biden.
Trump Jr. said that the left has
repeatedly attempted to “throw
(him) in jail” while ignoring
Hunter Biden.
“The guy taking money
from foreign governments
while Daddy’s the VP, who’s
50 years old, is off-limits, but
my 12-year-old brother Barron
isn’t?” Trump Jr. said. “I wasn’t
off-limits for three years when
they tried to put me in jail for
taking an unsolicited phone
call, but dealing with corrupt
government, totally acceptable.”
Trump Jr. kissed Kimberly

Guilfoyle — former Fox News
anchor and his girlfriend —
before he took the podium to
address the crowd.
“She went in for the kiss,
not me,” Trump Jr. said. “I
know that it is Mississippi and
I’m from New York, but I don’t
want her to ‘#MeToo’ me, so
I got a couple of witnesses.
Right, princess?”
He also told a story from
his childhood about a trip to
Czechoslovakia that he said is
from his new book “Triggered,”
a name he chose to “piss off a
couple of liberals.”
Trump Jr. said he was waiting in a customs line wearing a

jacket embroidered with stars
and stripes when someone
wearing a “communist uniform
with an AK-47” grabbed him
and questioned him about if
the stars on his jacket represented freedom.
In a recent poll by Mason
Dixon Polling and Strategy,
Reeves led the state with 46%,
and held support from 66%
of white voters. Forty-three
percent of voters supported
his opponent, Attorney General
Jim Hood, and he also carried
the African American vote

SEE TRUMP PAGE 8

The UM Graduate Student
Council voted no-confidence
in the Institutions of Higher
Learning Board of Trustees and
the appointment of Glenn Boyce
as the university’s chancellor on
Tuesday night.
The council named the
newly appointed chancellor
in the statement, voting “‘no
confidence’ in the appointment
of Dr. Glenn Boyce as
chancellor,” according to the
resolution.
This vote of no confidence
comes after the Faculty Senate
passed a resolution of no
confidence in the IHL and its
search process that lead to
Boyce’s hire. The IHL completed
12 of its 20-step process, and
Boyce was a consultant during
the first half of the search. Boyce
was also a commissioner of the
IHL Board. The Faculty Senate
went into executive session
before voting, and the final tally
was not made public after their
meeting.
The Faculty Senate did not
mention Boyce by name in the
resolution. The resolution said
that “the appointment of a nonapplicant who was serving as a
paid consultant to the search
process and who has close ties
to the IHL Board creates the
perception of impropriety on
the part of the IHL Board.”
The Faculty Senate was
careful to not mention Boyce
specifically because they knew
they would need to work with
him in the near future.
The Associated Student Body
Senate also voted to condemn
the IHL search process last
week, saying that students
should have been more involved
in the search process. This
resolution passed 35-8. The
ASB Senate emphasized that
their resolution was not meant
to condemn Boyce himself and
was not a no-confidence vote in
him or the IHL.

NOT JUST A RACE: GREAT 38 RUNS
OFFER HOPE, SCHOLARSHIPS

STATE OF THE PROGRAM:
OLE MISS FOOTBALL

On Saturday and Sunday, over 700
runners will run in the Great 38 Races.
Race fees and sponsorships are used
for donations in the Chucky Mullins
Endowment, which gives scholarships
to students with disabilities at Ole Miss.

A talented but inexperienced
defense supporting an offense
without an identity leaves
the Rebels at 3-5 with four
games left on the schedule.

SEE PAGE 3

SEE PAGE 5
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How a 130-year-old rule may decide the gubernatorial election
MASON SCIONEAUX
thedmnews@gmail.com

With the Mississippi gubernatorial election on Nov. 5
expected to be a tight race
between Lt. Gov. Tate Reeves
and Attorney General Jim
Hood, this election may resurrect a little-known elections
clause from the Jim Crow Era.
Per the post-Reconstruction Constitution of the State
of Mississippi of 1890, for
candidates to win statewide

elections, they must not only
win the popular vote but also a
majority of the 122 State House
of Representatives districts. If
both conditions are not met, the
House is sworn in to choose the
governor.
This law was used for the
first and only time in the 1999
gubernatorial race between
Democratic Lt. Gov. Ronnie
Musgrove and Republican
former US Congressman Mike
Parker. Musgrove received
over 8,000 more votes than

Parker and carried 49.6% of the
popular vote, but fell short of
the majority rule. The two also
deadlocked at 61 state congressional districts apiece.
Parker refused to concede,
choosing to allow the House to
decide the race, despite it being
controlled by Democrats. The
House voted along party lines,
choosing Musgrove to become
the next governor. At the time,
Parker’s spokesperson, Rusty
Fortenberry, argued for the
law, equating it to the Electoral

YOUR
VOTE IS
OUR
ICE.
OTE

November 5, 2

For more information visit
w .yallvote.sos.ms.gov
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TATE REEVES VIA FACEBOOK

College system in place in the
U.S. Constitution.
“The only thing standing
between us and tyranny is our
Constitution,” Fortenberry told
the New York Times in 1999.
“Lots of people are trying to
demonize Mr. Parker, but it’s
really about whether we follow
the law.”
In 1889, U.S. Sen James
George, out of fear that African Americans in Mississippi
would outnumber white people
two to one by the turn of the
century, called for a new state
constitution that would ensure
white supremacy. He named
Mississippi Supreme Court
Judge Solomon Calhoon as the
president of the Constitutional
Convention. Calhoon outlined
his goals for the new constitution.
“The ballot system must be
so arranged as to affect one
object,” he said. “We find the
two races now together, the
rule of one of which has always
meant economic and moral
ruin and the other, which has
always meant prosperity and
happiness.”
This constitution included a
poll tax to prevent poor African
Americans from voting, a prohibition on interracial marriage,
a requirement that separate
public schools be maintained
for white and black children and
the statewide election majority
requirement that was intended
to keep black Mississippians
from holding statewide offices.
While the Civil Rights movement eliminated those Jim
Crow-era statutes, the statewide election rule remains.
Following the 1999 gubernatorial election, black Democratic House member George
Flaggs Jr., weighed in on Mike
Parker’s refusal to concede and
the implications of the law.
“It’s ironic that the same
thing that was put in the Constitution to disenfranchise our
vote, now a Republican is using
to hold on to,” Flaggs told the
New York Times. “They put us
out, and they’re trying to use
the same method to get back in.
It’s time for a change.”
Nearly 20 years later, the
law may again impact the governor’s race. With polls showing
Reeves and Hood extremely
close, and third-party candidates Bob Hickingbottom and
David Singletary expected to
earn a combined 2-4%, it will
be nearly impossible for Hood
to win. If he defeats Reeves in
the popular vote, he may be
unable to surpass the majority

JIM HOOD VIA FACEBOOK

threshold, and the Republicans control a majority of the
House’s 122 districts. A current
federal lawsuit, McLemore v.
Hosemann, is attempting to
suspend the rule for this election.
The case argues that white
voters control 65% of districts,
while they only make up 59%
of the state’s population. This
is compounded by the strong
racial divide in party preference. The case states that in
2008, African American voters
in Mississippi supported
Democratic candidates by
about 90%, while white voters
supported Republicans by
between 81-88%. They argue
that since disproportionately white districts will likely
support Reeves, the current
rule will inaccurately affect
how many districts Hood can
win and require him to win a
larger share of the popular vote
to offset this.
The legal team behind this
lawsuit is supported by a foundation associated with former
U.S. Attorney General Eric
Holder’s National Democratic
Redistricting Committee. It D
e
argues that Mississippi’s elecd
toral system violates the 14th
and 15th Amendments, as well E
as the Voting Rights Act, which m
prohibits racial discrimination d
in voting.
“It is well-settled that an E
c
electoral scheme that minit
mizes or cancels out a minority
group’s voting strength has G
a discriminatory effect, and n
when that scheme is enacted t
for a discriminatory purpose,
it violates the 14th and 15th J
s
Amendments,” the plaintiff’s t
argument reads.
Oral arguments were in
Jackson on Oct. 2 with a
motion hearing on Oct. 11. A
decision has yet to be made,
but the conservative judiciary
is expected to rule in favor
of Secretary of State Delbert
Hosemann, upholding the law
in this election. This means that
anything other than a majority
win for Hood in the popular
vote and House districts would
guarantee Reeves the governorship.
Democratic political
consultant and former State
Representative Brandon Jones
made his case against the law
at an Overby Center event last
Wednesday.
“I’m one of those folks who
believes that the person who
gets the most votes deserves to
win the race,” he said.

T
E
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Not just a race
The Great 38 runs offer inspiration and scholarships for students with disabilites
MASON SCIONEAUX
thedmnews@gmail.com

“Something is always lost after
a surgery, so Chucky (Mullins)’s
example, or I guess grace, after his
injury is something I try to emulate,
and I hope I’m doing an okay job in
that regard,” Abby Loden said.
Loden, a 2012 graduate of
Ole Miss from Fulton, Mississippi, received the Chucky Mullins Endowment, the scholarship
established in his name to help
students with disabilities attending Ole Miss offset the costs of a
college education. The scholarship
is supported by donations from
the Great 38 Race, the annual set
of weekend races that ends on the
38-yard line of Vaught Hemingway
Stadium. Mullins wore number 38.
Mullins was an Ole Miss football player in the late 1980s and was
paralyzed during the 1989 homecoming game against Vanderbilt.
He died in 1991 from the injuries
sustained on the field.
“I grew up an Ole Miss fan and
have known about what happened
to Chucky Mullins most of my life,”
Loden said.
In high school, Loden was diagnosed with a rare genetic disorder
called Neurofibromatosis Type
2. The disease prevents her body
from producing the amount of the
tumor-suppressor gene “Merlin”
that it needs, so tumors can develop
anywhere in the body, especially

FILE PHOTO: BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

The Great 38 has raised over $15,000 for the Chucky Mullins
Endowment over the first three years.
along nerves.
The disorder, which has no
treatment, causes a wide range of
issues, depending on where the
tumors form. Loden is now deaf,
with full facial paralysis, poor
balance, a weak right arm because
of tumor removals following her
college graduation, tumors in her
brain, the spinal cord and no working facial nerve.
She had her first two surgeries
in 2009, and while the first was
successful, the second resulted

in a brain hemorrhage while
doctors were removing a vestibular schwannoma, which is a benign
tumor. Though this required her
to undergo rehabilitation, she
finished quicker than doctor’s
expected and was able to re-enroll
at Ole Miss just seven months after
surgery.
“I used Chucky’s ‘Never Quit’
motto to continue to push myself,”
Loden said.
In the years that followed, she
has undergone several rounds of

THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
EDITORIAL staff

chemotherapy and is
currently in treatment. She has
also had Gamma Knife radiation to
treat a tumor.
Loden, who served on
then-Chancellor Dan Jones’
Committee on Accessibility, is
now the sports coordinator for The
Itawamba County Times. She also
does disability accessibility advocacy work at Ole Miss.
She started receiving the scholarship from the Chucky Mullins
Endowment the second semester
of her freshman year, and said
that when she returned to school
following surgery, it helped her to
finish her studies. As for her surgeries, she participated in a National
Institute of Health study and had
both done there, so they took care
of her medical expenses.
“When I came back after being
out a semester after a surgery, it
helped a great deal,” Loden said.
“By helping with my tuition like
it did, it helped to make the final
two-and-a-half years less stressful.”
The Great 38 Race Weekend,
the annual running event that
will complete its fourth year this
weekend, commemorates Chucky
Mullins and donates its proceeds to
an endowment that helps students
like Loden.
In each of its three years, the
race raised $5,000, donating
$15,000 in total to the Chucky
Mullins endowment.
The event is hosted by Ole Miss
Athletics and Run Oxford. Marvin

S. Gale denley
student media center

King, an associate professor of
political science and African American Studies at Ole Miss, has served
as race director since its inception.
“All of us at Run Oxford take
tremendous satisfaction in putting
on running events,” he said. “Especially the Great 38, as it combines
philanthropy, volunteerism, health
and wellness and the university’s academic mission by raising
money for a student scholarship.”
So far, 780 people have registered to run this year, but King says
the goal is 850, which would be the
most runners in the race’s fouryear history. King says he wants
the race to become the biggest in
the state and stressed that it needs
more support.
King said that for the race to
continue to grow and be able to give
more money to the scholarship, it
needs more runners, more sponsors and more volunteers.
“One problem for us, unfortunately, is the lack of sponsorship support,” King said. “We are
grateful for our sponsors, but we
just don’t have enough of them to
cover our costs. That is why we
can’t donate more. Hopefully, if
more people run the race, the next
year it will be easier to get more
sponsors.”
Runners and volunteers can
still register for this weekend’s
events, which feature 3-mile,
8-mile and half-marathon races
over the course of the weekend.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO TEXAS A&M TICKET WINNERS
Nick DeRay and Kyle McKamie

Win Ole Miss Football Tickets
Two people can win a pair of tickets to see the
Rebels take on New Mexico State Nov. 9th.
Go to Campus Creek
to enter for your chance to win.
101 Creekmore Blvd.
662.513.4980
One entry per person. Employees of the Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest. Winner’s photo will be used in promotional materials.

Winner will be
announced on
Rebel Radio
Thursday,
Nov. 7
34125
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FOOTBALL COLUMN

College football pick ‘em: Week nine
issue with. The real question here
is: which team is going to don the
god-awful maroon?

ERIN KILLION
CAROLINE NIHILL
MADDY QUON

thedmsports@gmail.com

IMAGES COURTESY: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Oh, you thought you could
get rid of us? It’s a bye week
for the red and blue, but the
grind never stops for the best
collegiate American football prognosticators of this
generation. We’ve brought in
the B-team for this one with
Griffin at the World Series
and Josh recovering from an
unspecified illness, but don’t
fret. Along with fan-favorite
Erin Killion, Assistant News
Editor Maddy Quon and Arts
& Culture Editor Caroline
Nihill will be weighing in on
some of this week’s big games.
Our depth is just like the 2011
Alabama defense. Let’s get to
picking, y’all.

Mississippi State at Texas
A&M (-10.0) O/U 50.5
Erin: One time, we had a
20-minute debate in this office
about whether Mississippi State
and Texas A&M wear the same
color. Does this matter here? No.
Do I care who wins this game? No.
Will it be State? No.
Caroline: As an expert who
analyzes sports frequently, I have
to say State for this one. First of
all, I don’t like that A&M beat us
when they were here. We should
have beat A&M when we had the
chance, but now that’s State’s job.
Maddy: As someone who
doesn’t like losing to Texas A&M
but hates State more, I’m going to
have to go with A&M taking the
win. Also, they both have the same
school colors, which I have an

FordforC
enter
the Performing Arts
Gertrude C.

Washington State at No. 11
Oregon (-14.0) O/U 64.5
Erin: I’m going to try to sound
like Griffin here. Oregon seems
like it’s going to try to maintain its
momentum against Washington
State… Okay, that’s all I’ve got.
Caroline: It should be
mentioned that I played the
Oregon Trail video game
frequently throughout my
childhood, and it was my favorite
part of third grade (Thanks, Mrs.
Winters!). So based off of that
information alone, my expertise
says that Oregon will win. No
one’s getting dysentery this time,
but Washington will lose.
Maddy: I’m sorry, the only
Washington that matters is
George Washington. I have to say
Oregon is going to take this one
— no thanks to the dysentery or
cholera.

No. 6 Penn State (-6.5) at

Drew Holcomb & the Neighbors

Michigan State O/U 43.5
Erin: When I was in junior
high, I wanted to play volleyball
at Penn State. I would consider
myself a fan of the Nittany Lions.
I’m trusting the rankings here.
Caroline: As a Pennsylvania
native, I really want Penn State to
lose. Also, after seeing Michigan
this season, I heard from a friend’s
cousin that they’re really good.
Years ago, Michigan State played
Slippery Rock and beat them
so badly, fans began cheering
for SRU. They now announce
their score at the game and sell
merchandise in their gift shops
(amazing). Michigan State all the
way.
Maddy: Well, Pennsylvania
is more interesting than Michigan,
in my opinion, because Pennsylvania was featured in the hit film
“National Treasure.” Penn State
is going to pull a Nicolas Cage, but
instead of stealing the Declaration
of Independence, they’re going to
steal the game and take the win.

No. 8 Notre Dame (-1.0) at
No. 19 Michigan O/U 52
Erin: Does anybody like Notre
Dame? Also, does ANYBODY
like Shea Pat— I mean Michigan?
Eww. I guess Notre Dame, based

Dragons Tour
with B I R D T A L K E R

on rankings.
Caroline: Based on my
knowledge of the movie “Rudy,”
I have to say that Notre Dame is
gonna win this week. If they don’t
win, Josh can expect a jersey on
his desk. Also, I now am unsure if
my Slippery Rock story is of Michigan State or Michigan. Doesn’t
matter, Notre Dame is gonna win.
RUDY! RUDY! RUDY!
Maddy: Michigan? With
Shea Patterson? I don’t think so.
We don’t use that kind of profanity in this house. Fighting Irish for
the win.

No. 13 Wisconsin at No. 3
Ohio State (-14.5) O/U 49.5
Erin: Did y’all catch the
Illinois/Wisconsin game last
weekend? I-L-L. All jokes aside,
the Buckeyes cover (Josh and
Griffin, did I say it right?).
Caroline: I’m running out of
energy, and my great knowledge
of football teams are dwindling. I
know that a really cool jazz band
started at Ohio State, and that
seems pretty legit. I love cheese,
but this week I’m acknowledging
my lactose intolerance and saying
Ohio for the win, baby.
Maddy: Cheese country or
the college that tried to trademark
the word “the?” Based on that
alone, I want to say Wisconsin
will win, but, in reality, THE Ohio
State University is going to take
this one.

October 28, 2019 • 7:30 p.m.
Let Our Legal Team Work For You

Defense of Persons charged with:

D.U.I. - 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th Offense, Public Drunk, M.I.P.,
Fake I.D., Simple Assault
Possession of Paraphernalia and/or Drugs
Possession with Intent, Sale of Drugs, Aggravated Assault
and All Other Midsdemeanor and Felony Charges

662.281.0438
If you have been charged with a criminal offense call our office to schedule a free
consultation regarding the criminal charges which have been brought against you.
Weekend and after-hours appointments available for legal emergencies.

garrettfridayandgarner.com
1205 Office Park Drive B, Oxford, MS
M-TH 8am-5pm, F 8am-4pm
34166

No. 9 Auburn at No. 2 LSU
(-10.5) O/U 58.5
Erin: WAR EAGLE. That’s it.
Caroline: Both mascots are
tigers, and based on basic math,
neither of the teams are going
to win. It’ll be a tie, and Tony
the Tiger will emerge victorious.
Maddy brought up my favorite
tiger, and I couldn’t do him dirty
like that. Frosted Flakes are
winning this one.
Maddy: Okay look, purple
and yellow have to be one of the
ugliest combinations of colors I
have ever seen with my own eyes,
but even I cannot deny LSU’s
football talent. Sorry Auburn, blue
and orange look nice sometimes,
but y’all are gonna lose.

For the last decade, Drew Holcomb has established
himself as one of Americana and Southern roots
music’s freshest upstarts. With his new album,
“Dragons,” his subject material finds the singer
mixing more of the joys, struggles and specific
moments of his own life than ever before to help
him paint his masterpieces and connect with fans
on a universal level.

fordcenter.org • 662-915-7411

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING

Gertrude C. Ford Center for the Performing Arts
351 University Ave., P.O. Box 1848, University MS 38677

28224

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-Midnight, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am

34183
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What’s the ceiling for
Ole Miss under Luke?
JOSHUA CLAYTON

thedmsports@gmail.com

The 2019 season has been
defined by missed opportunities.
The Rebels have a talented but
inexperienced defense in need of
more speed and playmakers. It
supports an offense without an
identity because there isn’t a true
No. 1 quarterback at the end of
October.
The combination makes the
margin of error in toss-up games
miniscule, and the young roster
has not been able to execute in
the game-altering situations that
come up only once or twice in close
contests.
“It’s the one or two plays here
or there, that’s what makes it so
tough,” head coach Matt Luke said.
“We’re close, and we’re coming.
There was a time walking through
the Grove and in the middle of that
third quarter where you could see
the vision come to life and you
could feel it turning. We’re really
close, and we’re going to find out
a way to get these kids over the
hump. We’ll be focusing on attention to detail, getting these young
kids to find a way to push through
to win those games.”
A favorable bounce for
Memphis falls at the 1-yard line

with the Rebels down 13-10 in
the fourth quarter, leading to an
unblocked rusher folding Matt
Corral for a safety at the Liberty
Bowl, virtually icing the season
opener.
Mistakes in the secondary
against a struggling offense lead to
California putting the game out of
reach in the third quarter.
Missed tackles in the open
field let Missouri run away with
an otherwise tight game using two
40-plus yard touchdown runs.
FILE PHOTO: TAYLAR TEEL / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
And, of course, a decisive
scoop-and-score fumble return Ole Miss is 3-5 with four games remaining on the schedule after losing to California, Missouri and Texas
gave the Texas A&M Aggies the A&M. The Rebels have an by week before traveling to Auburn on Nov. 2.
lead for good in — you guessed it
— the third quarter.
Mix in a handful of question- but the overall record is not the on the coaching staff to turn that to publicize any official process in
hiring for the position. Even if the
able in-game coaching decisions, main issue. The manner in which into victories.
“I think people see that. You permanent athletics director were
and the Rebels find themselves the team got to that record is the
don’t have to pitch it; they all say named today, a head coach firing
at 3-5 with four games left on the issue.
The team is in a curious posi- it. I’ve been talking to several in the first month on the job would
schedule and only one sure win left
tion of showing much improve- coaches of the schools I’m going by require an immediate plan for a
against New Mexico State.
The notion that the Rebels had ment from last year’s campaign (in recruiting) and you don’t even replacement with recruiting season
a firm hold on three of the their five without the results in the win-loss have to say it,” Luke said. “Every- approaching.
Matt Luke likely has at least one
losses and dropped golden oppor- column. That magic number six body sees it and I just think we’ve
that
represents
bowl
eligibility
will
just
got
to
build
on
it
and
find
a
way
more
year left to reach that magic
tunities leaves an extra cloud over
always act as a benchmark for the to get over that hump.”
number, but to do that he must
Ole Miss fans’ heads.
While there have been calls not only continue to succeed on
The Rebels could easily be the former interim coach Matt Luke,
for Matt Luke’s firing, any head the recruiting trail, but also help
holders of at least five wins with whether it’s realistic or not.
As the fan base sees the increase coaching move in unlikely without his young team learn how to win
a clear path to a bowl game and a
good chance to win the Egg Bowl. in raw talent on the field for the a permanent athletics director and in tight games: a task easier said
Lapses in focus and execution are Rebels this season and the strong as rumors of committees and time- than done.
to be expected with a young team, potential of the 2020 recruiting tables circulate, the newly named
class coming in, the pressure falls chancellor, Glenn Boyce, has yet

MORE WORKOUT, LESS TIME

WITH

G) HEAT @ INFRARED ENERGY @ EXERCISE
HOT YOGA, HOT PILATES, HOT CYCLE 6 MOREi
916 E JACKSON AVE, OXFORD, MS 38655

(662) 638-3580

GET
GROVE
READY!
ONE FREE
WORKOUT
PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR

A $20 VALUE

�valid for first time guests only with student id.
Must be redeemed during staffed hours.

HOTWORX.NET/OXFORD
34180
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The locals who support
student creativity
CAROLINE NIHILL

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Living Music Resource Live
hosted their third broadcast at
the Lyceum on Sunday evening
from 4-5 p.m. on Youtube. The
show hosted members of the
university and town who are
more than financially invested
in local arts.
Their usual location is the
Nutt Auditorium, but because
of the positive response of the
show at the Lyceum, the team
is looking forward to the possibility of future episodes being
held there.
“(The Lyceum) is the heart
of this campus, and one of our
missions with LMR is to connect
the university to the world,”
Nancy Maria Balach, artistic
director of LMR Live, said.
LMR is a live broadcast that
airs throughout the semester

and hosts live music, guest
speakers and masterclasses
to increase student involvement with the arts. The broadcast travels to places like New
York and Nashville and gives
students the opportunity to
perform music and speak with
professionals.
“The music industry is
constantly changing, and LMR
explores entrepreneurship and
development in the world of
modern music,” graduate assistant Korynn Lacher said. “Not
only that, but we get to meet
with artists and art advocates
to discuss different perspectives and strategies for music.”
The show on Sunday hosted
Oxford Mayor Robyn Tannehill, Provost Noel Wilkin and
Director of the Gertrude C.
Ford Foundation Cheryle Sims.
Despite the importance
placed on those performing

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

NOW HIRING DRIVERS
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Make $12-$18 an hour!

Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030

ACROSS
1- Distribute cards;
5- Devotees;
9- Clock pointer;
13- Prego rival;
14- Healing plants;
16- Peek follower;
17- City near Provo;
18- Knight’s weapon;
19- Diagonal;
20- Commoner;
21- ___-Magnon;
22- Equine sounds;
24- Split bit;
26- Gasp;
27- Boston airport;
29- Antiquated;
33- Cloud up;
34- Part of TLC;
35- Spicy cuisine;
36- Lummox;
37- Merchandise;
38- JFK posting;
39- Sketched;
41- Understood;
42- East Indian pepper
plant;
44- Registered;
46- Pertaining to
people;
47- Be dependent;
48- Brouhaha;
49- Many;
52- Constellation near

Scorpius;
53- Soviet news
service;
57- Moonfish;
58- Stomach woe;
60- Long Day’s
Journey ___ Night;
61- California’s ___
Valley;
62- Rings of a chain;
63- Futile;
64- Flow slowly;
65- ___ majeste;
66- Raison d’ ___;
DOWN
1- Fall;
2- ____ Grey, tea type;
3- Pulitzer winner
James;
4- Back pain;
5- Bird of prey;
6- What you put on
snooze;
7- It’s frowned upon;
8- Triple ___;
9- Natural
environment;
10- You’re making ___
mistake!;
11- Flood survivor;
12- Improvised bed;
15- Legislative bodies;
23- Pull the plug on;

PHOTO COURTESY: OLE MISS COMMUNICATIONS :

(From left) Korynn Lacher, Reagan Arnold, Ava Street, Lilly Swilley, Alexis Rose, Haley Tyrrell, Brady Bramlett
and Nancy Maria Balach. LMR is a live broadcast that airs throughout the semester.
throughout LMR, this episode
focused on those who encourage the arts.
Tannehill, who majored in
art and helped start the Double
Decker Festival, is constantly
trying to find ways to connect
with the university. Continuing the legacy of Gertrude C.
Ford, Sims continues her family
friend’s legacy of giving. Wilkin
is noted by Balach for being a
returning audience member and
visible supporter of local art.
“I think so many times when

we think of supporters or advocates, we just correlate that to
money,” Balach said. “Which
of course, money is always
important, but it’s also people
who support through just
showing up or giving various
types of support.”
The LMR team’s usual audience is comprised of viewing
parties from all over, including
international viewers. While
filming, there is also a small
live audience.
“I really love the production

aspect of everything, so getting
to have that feeling of accomplishment like I helped put
this on is the is the best part
to me, but it’s also really great
to interact with all the guests,”
undergraduate assistant Ava
Street said.
The next broadcast of Living
Music Resource Live will
happen on Nov. 17 and once
again in December. The topics
and setting will be announced
through the music department
and on its Facebook page.

34108

SOLUTION TO 10.23.2019 PUZZLE

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad
HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
25- Children’s game;
26- Blender button;
27- Get to know;
28- Proposal;
29- Paddled;
30- Eighth Greek
letter;
31- Consumed;
32- Clock face;
33- Predict;
34- Mudville slugger;
37- Intentional;
40- Render religious
reverence;
42- Partially opened

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

flower;
43- Affective;
45- Name of 13 popes;
46- Throaty;
48- Tough trips;
49- Election defeat;
50- Mayberry moppet;
51- Domesticated;
52- Skin disorder;
54- Med school subj.;
55- Recipe word;
56- Unit of loudness;
59- Like Abner;

EASY

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in
advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds on
classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit: http://www.
thedmonline.com/classifieds.

HELP WANTED

PART-TIME
CHANEY’S PHARMACY Position open for employment.
Enjoys working with others, Friendly on the phone, Good
Customer service skills. Apply in Store
Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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OPINION
Don’t abolish the IHL. Reform it.
LAUREN MOSES

thedmopinion@gmail.com

Some members of our
community want to abolish
the Institutions of Higher
Learning (IHL). University of
Mississippi Students Against
Social Injustice (SASI) and
University of Mississippi Solidarity, two far-left organizations, have been the loudest
proponents. Institutions of our
university, such as the Associated Student Body and Faculty
Senate, have condemned the
IHL for how they went about
hiring Glenn Boyce. But many
do not know enough about the
IHL and its processes to make
an informed decision about
what should happen next. We
should not abolish the IHL.
We should keep and reform it.
To understand the issue
at hand, we must first understand the IHL. The Institutions of Higher Learning
Board of Trustees was established in 1944 to govern the
eight public universities in
Mississippi. Twelve members
serve staggered terms of
nine years in groups of four

members. The governor
appoints members and state
senate confirms them.
While this is not an inherently democratic system, IHL
members are at the mercy
of democratically elected
officials. Thus, they are
responsible to the citizens of
Mississippi and the students,
faculty and administrators
they serve. However, they are
also an appointed position,
keeping them from being a
completely politicized institution. They have full control
over their policies and bylaws
with a mission to effectively
communicate accomplishments and meet the needs of
public universities in Mississippi.
However, indicative of the
recent chancellor search, the
IHL has neglected to fulfil
that mission. It is true that
the Board of Trustees had full
rights to amend the chancellor
search process when it did not
find a suitable replacement
chancellor for Ole Miss. Their
bylaws explicitly say so. But
the lack of transparency and
accountability has garnered

frustrations from many in the
Ole Miss community.
Destroying this otherwise
effective institution would do
no good for the University of
Mississippi and other institutions like it. What SASI and
UM Solidarity neglected to
offer in their list of demands
was an alternative to the IHL.
Without it, many of the menial
tasks assigned to the board
will be left to the legislature
to decide. How does that solve
the problems many see with
the IHL?
Revolutionary action
without a serious debate on
the mistrust students and
faculty have with the IHL is
dangerous. It undermines civil
discourse, a virtue touted by
groups like SASI and UM
Solidarity. It destroys a relatively good institution in
favor of chaos. And it stops
lasting change from occurring.
The most logical step
for our university to take —
considering the chancellor
search controversy — is to
work with IHL members and
the Mississippi state legis-

lature to reform the institution. The IHL needs to be held
accountable for its actions
and be required to cater to the
needs of the eight universities
it oversees. The call to action
should be reform, not abolishment. Keep the IHL and work
to make it a better institution
for the future of Mississippi
higher education.
A coalition to reform the
IHL could start with reforming the bylaws. The Board of
Trustees should have higher
standards of transparency and
communication with universities. The voices of students,
faculty and administrators
should be heard by the board
whenever a serious decision
is being made. And the IHL

should not be able to amend its
processes without the consent
of the stakeholders.
What has been lost in
accountability and communication with the IHL should
not mean complete destruction of the institution. I challenge the members of the Ole
Miss community to seek out
rational solutions to prevent
a debacle like this from occurring again. Honest debate and
helpful reform should always
be the first step in solving a
complex issue like the one Ole
Miss now faces.
Lauren Moses is junior
economics and political
science major from Dallas,
Texas.

Opinion Policies:

Columns do not represent the views of The University of
Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily Mississippian
welcomes letters to the editor, which should be emailed to
dmletters@olemiss.edu. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity and libel. Thirdparty letters and those with pseudonyms or no name will not be
published. Letters are limited to one per individual per month.
Letters should include contact information, including relationship
to the university, if applicable.

HOW PHOTOGENIC ARE YOU?
THE OLE MISS 2019-2020 YEARBOOK
SIGN UP FOR CLASS PORTRAITS TODAY
OCT 28 - NOV 1, NOV 4 - 8 | 9:30-6:30 PM | 3RD FLOOR LOBBY OF STUDENT UNION
SENIORS:
NEED TO SCHEDULE APPOINTMENT AT WWW. OURYEAR.COM.
SCHOOL CODE: 141 OR CALL 1-800-OURYEAR {1-800-687-9327}.

FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED. YOUR PHOTO WILL BE TAKEN ON A WALK- IN BASIS

TRYING TO SELL SOMETHING?
LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME?
NEED A JOB?

PLACE YOUR AD HERE! OR
LOOK HERE FOR AN AD!

THE DM CLASSIFIEDS WORK!
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TRUMP

continued from page 1
with 80%. Of those polled, 46%
were Republicans and 35% were
Democrats.
Guilfoyle’s speech mostly
focused on the “values of the left,”
though she never mentioned
Hood by name, simply referring
to him as “the candidate that
(Reeves is) running against.”
She urged the crowd to vote for
someone who would stand up for
American values.
“They want to turn America
into Venezuela,” Guilfoyle said.
“We want to keep America the
way it is under President Trump

and the way it’s going to be under
your governor, Tate Reeves.”
Johnny Morgan’s shop
hosted the event. Morgan took
the podium first and apologized
to the event’s sponsors because
“the communication” got out that
the event was public. He said he
reserved the right to throw out
anyone who caused a disruption.
The event was sponsored, in
part, by Oxford Mayor Robyn
Tannehill.
The majority of Reeves’
speech focused on the “other
side.” The three campaign
stances that Reeves discussed
were his pro-life, pro-tax cuts and
pro-religious freedom beliefs.
Reeves said that Trump Jr.
was “someone who knows what

it’s like to be attacked for political
reasons.”
Reeves said that this election
is important for the state and the
country because Kentucky, Louisiana and Mississippi are the only
three states that will elect new
governors this year.
“There’s a reason that the
liberals in New York and California are spending millions trying
to buy our governor’s race,”
Reeves said. “And that reason is
that, it’s not that they care about
Mississippi; they don’t care who
the governor of Mississippi is.
They’re trying to buy the governor’s race in Mississippi because
they want to beat Donald J.
Trump.”
The Mason Dixon Poll says

that Trump’s influence could
be the deciding factor in the
governor’s race because most
Mississippi voters support him
despite the impeachment inquiry
launched by Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi.
Chase Baker of Brandon, who
attended the event, said that he
came out to support all of the
Republican candidates, including Reeves, and that President
Trump’s support of Reeves was
an important factor in his decision.
“It meant a lot to me for sure,”
Baker said. “I’m excited that he
came out to support the state of
Mississippi.”
Tom Womble of Batesville,
who also attended the event,

said that he did not support any
candidates that were “far-left or
far-right” and that he came to
the event to listen to the political
candidates share their ideas and
campaign platforms.
“I’m one of the people that
believe in listening to people that
have ideas and issues that will
address the needs of the state of
Mississippi, and I haven’t been
able to hear that,” Womble said.
“I was hoping tonight that we
would have some people who
would come in here and do that.
Instead, I’m listening to some
idiot billionaire talking about
his dad, and he’s not addressed
anything that we came here to
hear tonight.”

In 1978, a woman died of breast cancer,
and with her the talents I never knew. She crocheted. She embroidered.

She was my grandmother.

So that history doesn’t repeat itself,
it’s important to me to find the right place for annual

Call 662-636-4252
to schedule your
mammogram

exams, guidance and treatment if needed. I choose
Baptist North Mississippi for their expertise and
compassionate care. They stand by their commitment to
provide advanced health care for women. Now offering
3D mammography, a screening tool that improves early
detection of breast cancer, I’ve found not only the best
breast care services, but a place that feels like home.

baptistonline.org/northmiss

Get Better.
28212

